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Abstract: 

This report will outline the experiences, knowledge and travel tips of Samuel Hay-smith’s United 

Kingdom traveling experience sponsored via BBM youth support group in the form of the 2015/14 

Frank Mansell Agricultural travel scholarship awarded to Sam at the beginning of 2015.  

The travels of my (Sam’s) experience took me from my current country city of Wagga Wagga 

(Australia) to the far side of the world, Birmingham (United Kingdom) where I began my study 

adventure of perusing a career in Agronomy by participating, learning and meeting some of the best 

Agronomists from the Agronomic supply company Agrovista. The places this will take me will open 

my eyes to the global scale in Agriculture, in particular the practices of agronomy throughout the 

United Kingdom; the trip will commence 20 minutes West of Birmingham in the Shropshire 

(England) in the town of Newport and Sambrook where I met my first point of contact in the United 

Kingdom, Andrew Wade and Ross Barton, my second point of travel (after spending 3 days in 

Shropshire and a 6.5 hour drive north) was Kircudbright (Scotland) where I spent a full day exploring 

our family castle and our family history in the United Kingdom (the Macclalland castle), after 

exploring this beautiful place I made the 4.5 hour drive further north to Edinburgh where I spent 3 

days exploring the ancient city and where I spent my 24th Birthday; After departing this mind blowing 

place I made the trip into the East Lothian, into Longformacus where I met up with my second point 

of contact Chris Thorman and Stewart Dun where i would spend the following two days in the fields 

of the area, after my stay in East Lothian I made the trip up to Edinburgh again and explored the 

Royal Yacht Brittania whilst Chris set up a field trial day in the nearby village of East Linton for the 

next day where I helped out setting up and packing up the field day trial sight with Chris. After this 4 

day stay in Longformacus I made the 3 hour trip further north to the city of Dundee where I spent 

the following 2 days exploring the highlands of Scotland and Loch Ness. After this short break, I 

made the 5.5 hour drive to the village of Longframilington in the shire of Northumberland where I 

met up with my 3rd point of contact, Robert “Bob” and go out in the fields of the area for the next 2 

days before my trip further south to Norfolk to meet my 4th point of contact in Great-Yarmoth Craig 

Green where I spent the next 2 days exploring fields in Norwich before traveling 1 hour North to my 

second point of stay in Norwich, Holt in the small village of Langham where I had a farm tour of one 

of Craig Greens friends (Andrew) I met the night before at the cinema with Craig and his partner; 

after spending 4 days in Norwich I made the long trip of 9 hours to the Southern shire of Cornwall 

where I stayed in the town of Newquay and met my 5th and final contact Mathew Stiggs, Paul 

Gregory, Martin Stewart and Richard Tressidor where I spent the last 3 days in the United Kingdom 

in the southern fields of Cornwall. During my travels and experiences in the United Kingdom my field 

and farm visits ranged from Dairy production, Pig production, Chicken production, Sheep production 

Beef production and the cropping practices of many crops pastures throughout the United Kingdom.  
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Introduction: 

It all started during my studies with TAFE NSW Riverina institute when I was completing my Diploma 

of Agriculture when I received an email from our head teacher Graham Anderson about the 

opportunity to apply for the BBM Big brother travel scholarship, at first I just thought it was just 

another scholarship that I would not get so I continued on with my studies, later that same week 

Graham came into our class and had a chat to us about considering to apply for this scholarship so I 

thought to myself “why not give it a go”, this led to the application process beginning. Soon after the 

application was submitted I received an email to do an interview with John Mills, the person 

responsible for conducting the interview and processing my application, this was a bit of a shock as I 

had never been selected to do an interview for a scholarship before so I went into the interview 

thinking of what they would be asking me and began to think of what I would say. After the 

interview was conducted there was a 2 month waits whilst the application was processed and 

considered; on Christmas Eve I received an email from the CEO of BBM Youth support Australia 

informing me that I was successful and the formal letter would be sent out in the New Year. 

Receiving this email was a huge surprise to myself and got me thinking now I need to start to plan 

for the trip to the United Kingdom and book my flights in order for them not to clash with my 

University studies with Charles Sturt University. 

I received the official letter on a Friday afternoon after work, at first I thought it was just another bill 

in the mail until I opened it and read it; this was the point where it clicked that I had actually been 

successful and will be going to the United Kingdom this year. At this point I started to think of what I 

would like to gain from my trip to the United Kingdom and 

thought since I am studying to be an agronomist why not go 

out in the field with agronomists in the UK; this began the 

process of contacting various Agronomy and agricultural 

supplies groups in the UK, I ended up emailing about six 

different groups until I was contacted by Tracy; Tracy is the 

head of the HR department for Agrovista, I than told Tracey 

what I was planning on doing and gave her the dates I was 

planning on being in the United Kingdom, Tracey than went out 

of her way and emailed a group of Agronomists within the 

company across the United Kingdom, from this she than got 

back to me with the following dates and locations of a number 

of Agronomists from the company that were willing to take me 

out into the fields of their area and show me the United 

Kingdom’s way of farming and conducting agronomy, this was 

the beginning of the trip of my life, I was going to the UK. 

 

Having to get used to Miles/Hour in the hire car   
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Places visited: (See map on page 5) 

The below map are the locations where Tracey had found local Agronomists for me to meet up with 

and go out in the field with. My first area was Shropshire, near the border of Whales and England, 

where I met up with Andrew Wade for 3 days, from the 23rd of June until the 25th of June; My second 

location was Eastlothians, in the central west of Scotland where I met up with Chris Thorman for 3 

days from the 29th of June until the 2nd of July; My third area was Northumberland in the central 

west (just below Eastlotians) Scotland where I met up with Robert Wilkin for 2 days from the 6th of 

July until the 8th of July; My fourth area was Norwich where I met up with Craig Green for 4 days 

from the 9th of July until the 13th  and my fifth and final area to visit was in the Southern most shire 

of England, Cornwall where I was to meet au with Mathew Stiggs for the remainder of my trip from 

the 13th of July until the 16th where I made my way back to Birmingham fly back home to Australia.  
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Location:  

Newport, Sambrook.  Shropshire 

Agronomists met: 

Andrew Wade, Ross Barton 

Study undertaken: 

 During my first day in Shropshire I spent the day having a look around the town of New Port 

whilst I waited for Andrew to finish work and show me out to the accommodation that he 

generously let me stay in for the three nights that I was in Shropshire; New Port was a lovely little 

town and my first “real” experience in the English countryside, during the day I spent the majority of 

my time walking around the town exploring its little shops and walks down the local stream that 

used to be a viaduct for the area in the 1800’s, this was a very interesting concept since we do not 

have this sort of history in Australia due to the age of the country and how “young” we are in 

comparison to the United Kingdom. Later that same day I received a phone call from Andrew saying 

that he had finished work and will meet me out at the house which was in the nearby village of 

Sambrook and was student accommodation for students studying at the local university, Harper 

Adams university, during my stay at the house I met some students studying Environmental Science 

and Science at the university who gave me a rundown of the local history of the university and 

informed me that it was one of the top five agricultural universities in the UK. After hearing this I 

made a day to go and visit the university campus and have a look at in comparison the Charles Sturt 

university, where I am currently studying my Bachelor of Agriculture, the University was extremely 

well set up and equipped and the student body there were more than welcoming. Later that same 

night Andrew came and picked me up from the house I was staying at and took me out for tea, as we 

sat at the local pub having tea we discussed how the United Kingdom and Australia compared in 

terms of Agronomic practices and how we differ in terms of Agricultural production, to my surprise 

we were very similar in terms of management strategies, sowing times for crops and pastures and 

how we manage weed and pest problems in our crops and pastures, after we had finished tea we 

further discussed the different weed management problems that we were facing in terms of 

herbicide resistance, I informed him that we were having problems with glyphosate resistance in Rye 

grass and in wild radish, and he informed me about the problems that the UK were facing with Black 

grass and glyphosate resistance. This made me think to myself that we are actually not that different 

after all, further more we discussed the management post-harvest of crops in the area and the use 

of cover crops and companion crops that were a very new concept for UK farmers as well as the new 

concept of Ruminant Digesters. Ruminant digesters are basically a mechanical ruminant gut (cows 

stomach) that they build and in essence “feed” maze, sugerbeet and Rye grass to produce methane 

gas which is than either burnt to produce power or is processed for natural gas and also produces 

fertilizer as the bi-product which is then used on farms in the area around the plant for nitrogen 

fertilizer for crop and pasture nutrition. This was a very new concept to me as I had never heard of 

this type of technology due to Australia not having any, the ruminant digester concept will be further 

explained in my report when I visited a plant in Norwich.  

The first day I went out in the fields of Shropshire with Ross Barton, one of Andrew’s colleagues that 

he had organised for me to go out to a field trial in Lamport for the day. The field trial day consisted 
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of the raising the awareness for the potential of black grass to become resistant to Glyphosate 

application, Cover crops and biogas crops in the area; this was very interesting day in terms of 

gaining knowledge on the potential impact that black grass will have on potential yield and yield 

quality if it were left in the crop and the potential threat it posed if the resistant seed strain were to 

spread further throughout the United Kingdom, this made me thing of the similar problem that 

Australia is currently having with resistant Rye grass and wild radish in our crops and of the 

possibility of CSU (Charles Sturt University) conducting some research (or me doing it as a fourth 

year honours research project) into new products and methods that can be used to minimise the risk 

of this developing further throughout Australia and the United Kingdom. Another new concept that I 

was introduced to at the field day was the concept of Bio-gas crops being grown based on how much 

bio-gas it would produce when fed into a ruminant digester plant, this was an interesting concept in 

that I have never thought of a crop or a pasture being perceived in this way instead of quantity and 

quality of yield, which in a way is the same thing but the bio-gas concept is more in-depth in terms of 

plant nutrition and digestibility and the farmers growing the crop being paid on the amount of starch 

and energy rich crop components thy are producing instead of yield levels and quality (e.g. milling 

grade for wheat crops). The cover crop concept I found to be an adaptation of what we currently do 

in Australia by planning a companion crop in with the mix of the crop to be grown, for example the 

sowing of Lucerne with a wheat crop to boost N production and reduce N leaching in the wheat crop 

however the concept for the farmers in the United Kingdom was the same as ours but also adding a 

compulsory 5% greening of their farm that the UK government introduced as a part of their 

environmental laws. 

The second day I went out in some of the fields in Shropshire with Andrew; some of the crops we 

walked through were Wheat, Bali (Winter and Spring) and Faber beans, during our walks we were 

looking for noticeable crop deficiencies in terms of nutrients and also potential weed, pest and 

disease problems; some of the things we found were a potential black aphid problem in some of the 

Faber bean crops in the area and had to come up with a management plan/recommendation to give 

to the farmer of the crop, the crop was at a growth point where we concluded that it was not worth 

spraying for them and instead just manage them and ensure that the do not spread into 

neighbouring crops; some diseases that we also found were Mildew in some of the wheat crops, 

slight rust problems in some of the wheat and bail crops a slight nitrogen deficiency also. During the 

day Andrew and I met up with one of his good friends who runs a spraying contracting company in 

the area and I had the chance to go out with his friend in a self-propelled spraying rig whilst he 

sprayed for Mildew in a wheat crop than Andrew did the agronomy work for and discuss with the 

operator what type of chemicals are used in the United Kingdom and what was the process of 

gaining their chemical users certificate in the UK. 
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The spray rig I went out in whilst in 

Shropshire. 

 

 

 

The Village of New Port, Shropshire 
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Experience: 

My experience whilst I was in the Shropshire area was far beyond what I had imagined, the scenery, 

hospitality and agricultural practices in the area were for lack of a better word awesome. The 

hospitality of the local farmers in the area was felt as being open hearted and welcoming, they made 

me feel like home; the students I met whilst staying at Andrews house were great and 

knowledgeable people who were more than willing to compare their studies at Harper Adams 

university with the studies that I am and have participated with Charles Sturt university and with the 

Riverina institute of TAFE at the Primary Industry centre; the students that I met there were studying 

environmental science and a bachelor of science which both degrees related to agriculture in certain 

ways, the knowledge that Andrey, Ross and the students had provided me with was a great starting 

point for understanding how agricultural practices were conducted in the United Kingdom and later 

proved to be valuable for starting conversation with other farmers in the UK and relating to them 

when comparing Australian agriculture to UK agriculture. The Shropshire area was very similar to the 

Wagga Wagga region (more in the south west slopes) in Australia and I found that they were 

experiencing very similar difficulties in agriculture to what we were experiencing in that region. 

Harper Adams University, Shropshire 
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Results/conclusion: 

In conclusion to my stay in the Shropshire region and my experience in the field with Andrew and 

Ross it proved to be very knowledgeable and informative and gave me a great grasp of how the UK 

and Australian agricultural production systems and techniques differ and how we relate with each 

other in terms of facing the same problems in weed resistance, soil carbon retention and change in 

climate and laws introduced by governments and how we as agronomists have to work with both 

the farmer and the government to achieve the outcomes that both parties are after in terms of 

production and long term sustainability for the agricultural industry as a whole to meet the growing 

demands of the world in terms of food and textile production. 

 

(Left) The village street of 

Sambrook. 

 

 

(Right) Fields of Winter 

Bali with Andrew. 

 

(Left) The village of Iron 

bridge, where the world’s 

first iron bridge was built 

in 1779. 

 

 

 

(Far Left) The River Severn 

that the Iron Bridge 

crosses. 

 

(Left) The dairy farm 

where we met Andrews 

spray contracting friend. 

(Right) A wheat crop that 

Andrew and I inspected. 
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Location: 

Kircudbright, Edinburgh, Longformacus, Stirling, Gorbridge: 

East Lothian 

 

   Agronomists met: 

        Chris Thorman, Stewart Dun 

 

Study undertaken: 

As I departed Shropshire and made my way up to Kircudbright to visit our family castle I stopped by 

the village of Ironbridge and had a look at the world’s first iron bridge that was erected in 1779 all by 

hand, this was a great achievement considering the bridge its self weighs over 300 ton and is held 

together by joints that do not have welds, bolts or hinges; the bridge its self was forged in a valley 

about 15 min from the village of iron bridge called Colesbrough where in the 1700’s they converted 

the whole valley into a huge foundry where they created the bridge and later cast iron equipment 

and parts for the industries of the time that also included the agricultural equipment of that area.  

The time t spent in the East Lothian area was from the 25th of June until the 2nd of July, during this 

time I had a short break in Edinburgh and in Kircudbright before meeting up with Chris Thorman and 

Stewart Dun who were some of the areas agronomists for Agrovista; I met up with Stewart in the 

town of Gifford and gave him a lift around for the day due to a broken foot that he had done the 

week prior to my arrival. Some of the fields that Stewart and I visited were Spring and Winter Bali 

where we were monitoring for aphids, Lupins, these were the only Lupins that I found on my trip 

which I found surprising due to the cold temperatures in the UK they cannot grow Lupins like we can 

in Australia and we also had a look at a round shed that Stewart had on his family farm in the area. 

The day began by me picking him up and then driving up to Stirling where we had a look at some 

Spring Bali for aphids and some Winder Bali for the same pest, we than entered the town of Stirling 

and had planned to have lunch at Stirling castle but unfortunately we had to pay to enter the castle 

even to have lunch so we made our way into one of the local shopping centres and had lunch at an 

Italian restraint where we discussed over lunch how the K and Australia compare in agricultural 

production and techniques and discussed some techniques and plant that could be implemented in 

the UK and Australia to better manage some of the problems that were coming u in modern 

agriculture; in the afternoon we than made our way back to Gorbridge where I dropped Stewart 

back home and we had a look at one of his new round sheds that he had put in about 2 years ago for 

livestock management on his family’s farm. 

The next day I met up with Chris Thorman in the town of East Linton, during the day we monitored 

some Spring and Winter Bali crops in the area, some potato crops, Rape/Canola crops and winter 

wheat crops; during our monitoring we were looking for potato blight in the potato crops due to the 

day being a very hot day (30 degrees) which promotes the growth of blight, we monitored the 

growth stages and grain filling process for the Winter and Spring Bali and looked for any weed pest 
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or disease problems that were present in the crop, in terms of weeds we were looking for the 

presence of volunteer plants from the previous crop and for black grass, luckily we found no black 

grass but found some volunteer plants which we determined were not going to impact the crop to 

badly so decided to leave them and get rid of them after he crop was harvested, we also determined 

when the farmers in the area should begin  their desiccation spraying of their canola crops just 

before harvest to “even” the crops up in terms of growth so that the grain stages throughout the 

crop would be even and there would not be any “green” seeds in the grain collected.  

The day with Chris began with a short drive from East Linton out to a Spring Bali crop close to Stirling 

where Stewart and I were the previous day and do a recommendation for the farmer to spray for 

some weeds in the crop and then we continued north for about 5 minutes to monitor how some of 

the potato crops were developing in the area and monitor for potato blight and see how the plants 

were comping to the “heat” wave on the day; the day reached 30 degrees in the Stirling area and 36 

degrees in London, this was one of the hottest days that the UK had seen for a whilst and caused 

concerns for some of the crops in the area. After we had finished monitoring the potato crops in the 

area for water stress, potato blight and black leg (a plant disease that affects the stem of the potato 

planed causing it to go black and die) we had lunch in one of the Winter and Spring Bali crops we had 

walked earlier in the day after lunch we returned to Chris’s house where he had to spend a bit of 

time preparing for a field trial day on the 2nd of July he was running. 

 The next day (1st) I spent a bit of time composing notes at my accommodation in Longformaccus and 

resting after a very flat out week in Edinburgh and in the Southern lowlands of Scotland. On the 2nd I 

met up with Chris again at the field trial day and helped him to set up demonstrations and with 

catering of the day, the field trial days consisted of a demonstration of companion plants for crops, 

precision fertilizer and sowing techniques and technologies and a demonstration of precision 

farming techniques, some of these techniques we currently use in Australia and have only just been 

trial in the UK which I found interesting so I provided Chris with some information on what we found 

with these techniques and methods. This field day was held on a local farm 5 minutes from east 

Linton, “Stone Law Farm”. Following the completion of the trial day I made my way further north to 

Dundee where I stayed for 2 days and had a look around Northern Scotland and the Highlands of 

Scotland. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Left) Stewart in a field of Rape “Canola” at Stirling 

(Top) Stewarts’s family farms round shed. 
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Experience: 

My experience in the East Lothian area was very productive and extremely knowledgeable; the 

people in the area were very accommodating and helpful. My experience with Stewart was very 

interesting in terms of gaining knowledge in the agronomy field of the UK and the management of 

livestock in the area, I am grateful that Stewart was able to come out and show me around his 

clients farms and his family’s farm considering he had a broken foot. My experience with Chris’s was 

again very knowledgeable in terms of learning about potato crops which I have had little experience 

with given that the area I come form in Australia does not grow them, I also found Chris’s knowledge 

of the area very helpful in terms of local knowledge and helping me out finding things to do and see 

in the area during my free days of my trip. The field day that Chris held was also a very informative 

day and I found it very relatable to what we are currently doing in Australia in terms of precision 

agriculture.  

(Left) Our family castle in 

Kircudbright, Southern Scotland. 

  

(Right) View of Edinburgh from 

Author’s seat. 

(Left) St Gilles Cathedral, Edinburgh 
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(Left) View of Author’s seat from the University 

of Edinburgh student accommodation where I 

stayed whilst in Edinburgh. 

(Right) Scottish Military marching down the royal 

mile in Edinburgh for the 200th anniversary of the 

battle of waterloo.  

(Left) Edinburgh castle, (allow a full day if you 

want to see this) 

(Right) National Scottish War memorial, 

Edinburgh castle 
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(Top) Some more views of Edinburgh 

from the double-decker as 

(Top) Roman monument on top of the Nelson monument hill, 

Edinburgh  

(Above) The view of Edinburgh castle from the back of a 
double-decker bus. 

(Bottom) Arthurs seat view from the Nelson monument 

(Left) View of the castle from the Nelson monument  
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Results/conclusion: 

In conclusion to my stay in the East Lothian area with Chris and Stewart I found the area to be 

extremely beautiful and the locals to be very welcoming and knowledgeable, Chris sure did teach me 

a few things about potatoes that I did not know about and Stewart was very welcoming and open in 

showing me around his family farm and his round shed. I would defiantly recommend this area to 

anyone who wants to see the sights of Scotland and for anyone interested in potato growing and 

seeing the coast of Scotland and its history. I would highly recommend Stewart and Chris as a great 

point of contact for any information regarding potato growing and pastoral advice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Right) Chris proudly standing in his field of potato 

on a 30degree day. 

(Left) the road from Longformaccus to East Linton 

I travelled everyday into the East lothians 
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(Left) Views of the fields with Stewart in Stirling 

(Right) Spring Bali fields in Stirling with Chris 

(Top) A lane way on a farm in the Stirling area 

 

(Right) More potatoes in Stirling (Two different varieties grown side by side)  
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(Left) Sowing implements used in the area demonstrated at the 

field trial. 

 

 

 

(Bottom) Field trial day on variable rate sowing and fertilizer 

application in a canola crop at Stone law farm. 

(Left) Field trial day with Chris and 

Stewart on precision farming and Canola 

 

 

(Bottom) Precision fertilizer application 

technology used in the area 

demonstrated at the field trial day 
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Location:  

Dundee, Longframlington, Rothbury: Northumberland 

 

Agronomists met:  

Robert “Bob” Wilkin 

 

Study undertaken: 

After my experience in the East Lothian area I made my way further north to the town of Dundee 

where I spent 2 days exploring the highlands of Scotland and Loch Ness; after my short break in 

northern Scotland I made the eight hour trip south to the village of Longframillingting in the 

Northumberland area of southern England where I met up with Robert Wilkin who took me out in 

some of he fields in the area and showed me around his clients farms and how they agricultural 

practices in the Northumberland area. During my travels with Rob we monitored a variety of crops 

including corn/maze, winter Bali and spring Bali, winter wheat and monitored the crops for signs of 

diseases including mildew and yellow rust before attending a field day trial for the application of 

fungicides that manage the spread and risk of yellow rust in wheat crops.  

The day started with a short drive to out to Robert’s house where we met up and discussed what we 

were going to be doing for the day; firstly we went out to a local farm 15 minutes from Bob’s house 

where we walked some crops of Winter and Spring Bali and wheat looking for signs of weeds east 

and diseases we than made our way 10 minutes toward his house to monitor a crop of maize that 

had an application of herbicide applied a week prior to control any weeds that were present within 

the crop and went and had a look at some more maze that was grown under a bio-degradable wrap 

that keeps the soil temperatures at the correct level for maize production due to the  area where it 

was being grown was too cold for it to grow at an optimum level. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Left) The start of the 

Scottish Highlands 
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Experience: 

My experience in the fields with bob was great, the knowledge that he has provided my with helped 

me understand the concepts of fungicide application in the Northumberland area and the general 

farming strategies that were implemented in the area compared to that of the strategies in 

Australia, these strategies were very similar to the practices used in the Alpine areas of Australia in 

terms of pasture production systems and livestock fodder production. My experience in the 

highlands of Scotland reminded me of Tasmania back home in Australia in terms of the scenery and 

how the landscape has evolved over millions of years but made me realise how “young” Australia 

actually is when comp aired to that of Scotland and England’s history.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Right) Loch Ness from the research boat I 

went out on. 

(Left) Loch Ness from the research boat I went 

out on. 

  

(Left) A castle on the shore of Loch Ness 
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Results/conclusion: 

In conclusion to my experience in the Northumberland area was great, the area reminded me of the 

Alpine area of Australia where I originally grew up in in terms of farming practices and production 

practices that are conducted in the area. Robert was one of the best people I went out with during 

my stay, he was very knowledgeable and welcoming and showed me around the area and 

broadened my knowledge in the field of agronomy in terms of disease resistance and tolerance I 

wheat crops grown in the United Kingdom and showed me around a field trial day he had organised 

in the Northumberland area which was very interesting in terms of seeing where the UK’s wheat 

varieties are up to in terms of disease resistance and potential yield values. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Left) Sugar beet crop in the Northumberland area 

(Middle) Maize crop in the Northumberland area (no-covered)  

(Right) Covered Maize crop in the Northumberland area sown at the same time as the non-covered maize. 
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(Right) Yellow rust present in the trial 

plots 

(Left) Wheat trial plots for Yellow rust 

resistance, Northumberland 

(Left) Wheat trial plots for Yellow rust 

resistance, Northumberland 

 

(Right) Dot trial plots for new wheat 

varieties being bred in the Northumberland 

area. 
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Location:  

Great Yarmouth, Langham, Holt: Norwich 

 

Agronomists met:  

Craig Green 

 

Study undertaken: 

Following my stay in the Northumberland area I made the 6 hour trip further south into England to 

the Norwich area of Western England; the first two days of my stay in the area I stayed in the coastal 

town of Great Yarmouth and a further two days in the town of Langham where I met up with Craig 

Green, Craig is the local agronomist for the area employed by Agrovista his specialities were forage 

crops and has been made responsible for 3 anaerobic digesters in the area in terms of supplying 

them with the correct crops for energy production and gas production.  

My first day in the area I made the short drive into the town of Fakenham where I met up with him 

at the local Agrovista depot, during the morning we went and visited and monitored a number of 

different crops that ranged from Asparagus, sugar beet Canola and Spring and Winter Bali crops in 

the area; later that afternoon we returned to the depot in order to set up for a field trial day for 

some of the local agronomists to attend to see the new varieties of energy rye grass and cover 

crops/companion plants that were being trialled in the area, this was a very interesting trial in terms 

of broadening my knowledge In the energy viability of rye grass when fed to anaerobic digester plant 

and how it compares to energy maze being grown in the area, another interesting topic we touched 

on was the ability of some cover crops to manage weed problems in the area, to be more specific 

black oat being used as a cover crop to minimise the risk of black grass problems in the following 

crops and how the timing of the removal and sowing of the black oat cover crop will determine the 

number of volunteer oats precent in following crops; In terms of the rye grass varieties trial there 

were 5 different varieties being trailed and tested for potential yield, bio gas production (the levels 

of starches, carbohydrates and protein levels in the whole plant harvested) and the potential for 

each varieties ability to be grown in the area. On my second day out with Craig we visited a local 

Anaerobic digester plant that had been recently built (8 months ago), this was a great opportunity 

for me to see how the plant actually works and what it requires in order for it to be efficient in the 

production of methane gas and how the level of gas produced can be altered by what they “feed” 

the plant and what happens to the digestate that is left over after it has passed through the plant 

and its potential to be used as a fertilizer for the local farms given that it contains a high amount of 

Nitrogen in the digestate which is greatly beneficial for plant growth and development, it was 

interesting to learn that on average a 1 megawatt plant requires 74 ton of fodder per day to produce 

an optimum level of gas production and also requires a “specialised” diet of rye grass, maze and 

sugar beet in order to maintain this optimum level of production without under-performing of 

destroying the plant due to an excess of gas produced. After this tour of the bio gas factory I made 

my way to the southernmost point of England, down to the Cornwall coast to the town of Newquay. 
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Experience: 

My experience whilst out in the field with Craig was extremely interesting in terms of the 

requirements of anaerobic digester plants and how they can be managed through agronomy and 

fodder production management at the farm before going to the plant, Craig was extremely 

welcoming and made me feel right at home in the Norwich area for the 4 days that I stayed in the 

area. The local people in the area were again very welcoming to the point of one of Craig’s friends 

Andrew offering me a tour of his family’s farm in the Langham area 2 minutes from where I was 

staying in Langham to see their livestock, pasture and seed production facilities and methods, this 

was very interesting and I can’t thank both Craig and Andrew enough for their help in the area and 

their hospitality and generosity during my stay. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Top Right) Great Yarmouth Beach 

 

(Top Left) Asparagus crops in the area 

 

(Bottom Left) Sugar beet crops in the area 
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Results/conclusion: 

In conclusion to my stay in the Norwich area and my field experiences with Craig and the generosity 

of Andrew I felt as if I was back home due to the location being very similar to South east Victoria in 

the Gippsland area and the knowledge and experience that I gained whilst in the area was highly 

useful in terms of broadening my experience and knowledge in agronomy and management 

practices on the farm and in the field, thank you Craig and Andrew for the experience and 

opportunity you gave me whilst in the area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Top Right) Seed drying at Andrew’s 

farm 

(Top Right) The town of Blakeney 

(Middle Left) Some cows at Andrews 

farm 

(Bottom Left) A potato storage facility 

on Andrews farm  
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(Top Left) an Anaerobic Digester plant 

5 min from Langham 

 

 

(Middle Left) The maze clip stored to 

feed the plant 

 

 

(Bottom Left) The total weight being 

“fed” to the plant. 

 

 

(Bottom Right) Digestate being 

removed after going through the 

plant. 
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Location: 

 Newquay: Cornwall 

 

Agronomists met: 

 Paul Gregory, Martin Stewart, Mathew Stiggs, Richard Tressidor 

 

Study undertaken: 

Following my 8 and a half hour drove from Norwich on the Western side of England I arrived at my 

final destination in the Southern most point of England, the Cornwall coast. During my stay in the 

Cornwall area I met up with four local agronomists from Agrovista, Paul Gregory, Richard Tressidor, 

Mathew Stiggs and Martin Stewart. My first day I met up with Paul at the accommodation I was 

staying at in the town of Newquay and made a 20 min drive into northern Cornwall to visit a variety 

of farms that Paul was looking after, these farms ranged from a chicken farm, a dairy farm  and a 

pasture production farm; during my time with Paul we visited a very diverse farm that farmed free 

ranges chickens, had a solar power plant and also had a horse adgistment arrangement set up, this 

farm was very interesting given the history of the owners and how they have struggled to find a 

good foot hold in the agricultural industries until they decided to go into free ranged chicken 

production for a local poultry supplier, during my day with Paul we also visited a local dairy farm 

where I had a chance to talk with the owner/manager on how they conduct dairy production in the 

UK and what they feed and produce in terms of pasture on the farm , we also visited a pasture 

production farm in the area to see how it differs from the previous farms I had visited in the UK.  

 

 

 

 

 

(Top) The Free ranged chicken farm visited in Northern 

Cornwall 

(Right) The dairy farm visited in Northern Cornwall with 

Paul 
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During my second day in the area I went out in the field with Martin Stewart in the morning; where 

we went out and monitored the progress of pastures in Southern Cornwall and the growth stage and 

health of local potato crops in the area, we also had a look at a daffodil farm in the area; the concept 

of farming daffodils at first struck me as strange but when Martin explained how viable they actually 

were it made sense that the farmer was growing daffodils in the area, we also walked a few fields of 

maze monitoring for potato blight and black leg in the crops. After spending the morning with 

Martin we met up with Ricard Tressidor; Richard had only just began his job with Agrovista and was 

in the process of building up his client base in the Southern/Central Cornwall area; Richard and I 

went and visited a number of potential clients, this gave me the opportunity to meet more farmers 

in the region and see how they conduct agriculture in the Cornwall region of southern England and 

also gave me the opportunity to see some crops that normally were not grown in Australia such as a 

Linseed crop in central Cornwall which I found interesting to see.  

At the conclusion to my stay in the Cornwall area I made my way back to Birmingham to make the 

return trip back to Australia, during my return to Birmingham I looked back at my experiences whilst 

in the United Kingdom and thought to myself that we are not that different form each other after all 

when it comes to agricultural production and farming techniques and we both face the same 

potential problems in agriculture whether it be with similar weed resistance to herbicides or farming 

techniques that we both use to achieve the same outcome and how welcoming and open the 

farming and agricultural sector in the United Kingdom was to an Australian agricultural student, it 

was most defiantly a once in a life time experience and I would recommend anyone who is studying 

or working in the Australian or United Kingdom agricultural sectors to take up any opportunities like 

this and get out there and see how big agriculture is at a global scale. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Left) Dairy cows in their stalls behind 

the milking shed (Below) 

 

(Right) A rotary Dairy on a farm I 

visited with Paul in Northern Cornwall 
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Experience: 

My experience whilst in the Cornwall area was full and extremely knowledgeable, the people in the 

area were yet again very welcoming and helpful in expanding my knowledge of agriculture at a 

global level and I cannot thank the agronomists in the area I went out with enough for the time and 

opportunities they provided me with to come out in the field with them and see how agriculture is 

conducted in the United Kingdom and for the opportunity to see some of the best scenery in the 

United Kingdom on the Cornwall coast. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Left) A crop of Maze in Southern 

Cornwall 

(Right) Robotic Milking machines at 

work in Northern Cornwall 

(Left) Robotic Milking machines at 

work in Northern Cornwall 
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Results/conclusion: 

In conclusion to my 3 day stay in Cornwall I found it to be one of the nicest parts of England that I 

visited during my travels around the country, the experiences and opportunities that Paul, Martin 

Mathew and Richard provided whilst I was in the area were great and thoroughly enjoyable and 

interesting to see the Cornish way and how agriculture was conducted in the area and to experience 

the diversity of farming in the area and see how the producers have adapted their production 

processes to match and keep up with a constant developing and changing industry that agriculture 

is. 

  

(Right) A crop of Maze in the Southern 

area of Cornwall with Martin 

(Left) The Cornish cliffs on the Cornwall 

coast (Weather was a bit wet…) 

(Left) Classic Cornish road, narrow, wet 

and fun to drive on 
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A Linseed crop in Southern Cornwall  
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Conclusion: 

My final conclusion to my 28 day trip around the United Kingdom commencing in the shire of 

Shropshire East England, leading up to the Highlands of Northern Scotland, swinging around to the 

West coast of England to Norwich and concluding in the Cornwall cost at the Southernmost point of 

England before departing from Birmingham to return to Australia with the knowledge and 

experience that I had gained from the agronomists, local farmers and people of the United Kingdom 

had generously provided was far beyond what I could have hoped for; the knowledge and 

experience that I have gained from the experience has not only allowed myself to see the scale of 

global agriculture and how similar Australia and the United Kingdom are in terms of agricultural 

practices and how we can learn from each other to benefit the global agricultural industry into the 

future but it has helped me to broaden my knowledge in the field of agronomy and assisted me in 

my studies and allowed me to relate my experiences whilst in the UK to my studies and adapt 

techniques and provide knowledge to not only the UK producers but to Australian producers. 

Without the assistance of the BBM Frank Mansell Agricultural travel scholarship I would have not 

been able to have this experience until I had graduated from University and been in the Australian 

work force; it has provided me with the knowledge and experience that is needed to become a 

proactive agronomist following my graduation and assisted greatly in my agricultural studies at the 

present and into the future. This opportunity would not have been possible it  weren’t for the 

support and generosity of Agrovista, in particular Tracy and the Agronomists that gave me 

opportunity to learn from them whilst in the UK and for the assistance of Graham Anderson and 

John Mills from TAFE NSW Riverina Institute for processing and assisting me to gain the scholarship 

and thus the opportunity to travel to the United Kingdom and experience agriculture not only on a 

global scale but in a whole new perspective; Thank you all for your assistance and generosity whilst 

in the UK and during the application process. 

 

  
(Left) Snow over 

Bathurst upon 

my return to 

Australia 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Right) Coming in 

to land in Wagga 

Wagga back in 

Australia 
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Contacts: 

Name: Number: Location: Agricultural area: 

Andrew Wade Mob:+447836584037 
Email: 
Andrew.Wade@agrovista.co.uk 

Shropshire, West 
England 

Agronomy 

Ross Barton Mob:+447920531894 
Email: 

Shropshire, West 
England/Whales 

Agronomy 

Chris Thorman Mob:+447584481767 
Email: 
Chris.Thorman@agrovista.co.uk 

East Lothian, 
Scotland 

Agronomy, 
specialising in 
Potatoes 

Steward Dun Mob:+447768542005 
Email: Stuart.Dun@agrovista.co.uk 

East Lothian, 
Scotland 

Agronomy 

Robert Wilkin 
“Bob” 

Mob:+447825 546218 
Email: 
Robert.Wilkin@agrovista.co.uk 

Northumberland, 
Scotland 

Agronomy, 
specialising in 
Maze 

Craig Green Mob:+447825454784 
Email: 
Craig.Green@agrovista.co.uk 

Norwich, East 
England 

Agronomy, 
specialising in 
herbage (Rye) 
production and Bio 
gas production 

Mathew Stiggs Mob:+447825546431 
Email: 
Mathew.Siggs@agrovista.co.uk 

Cornwall, South 
England 

Agronomy 

Martin Stewart Mob: 
Email: 
martin.stuart@agrovista.co.uk 

Cornwall, South 
England 

Agronomy 

Paul Gregory Mob:+447836 784 315 
Email: 
Paul.Gregory@agrovista.co.uk 

Cornwall, South 
England 

Agronomy 

Richard Tressidor Mob: 
Email: 
richard.tresidder@agrovista.co.uk 

Cornwall, South 
England 

Agronomy 

Tracey Winson Mob: 07 9 2020  7079 
Email: 
Tracey.Winson@agrovista.co.uk 

 

Head of Agrovista 
HR, Nottingham. 

HR 
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